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Letter  
from our 

CEO



In a time of unprecedented changes around the world, Diva too, 
has had some unprecedented transformations. Over the course 
of the second year of this worldwide pandemic, we looked in-
ward. Here at Diva, we wanted to explore how we could better our 
company and our policies to makes the lives of our teams easier.

This year, Diva became one of the first companies  
in Canada to offer paid menstrual leave to all our employ-
ees. This policy enables any menstruating employee to take 
one paid day off per month to attend to their rest and care.   
 
We also launched eight year-long impact partnerships 
across Canada and the US; and we introduced our first- 
ever BIPOC Creator Fund program, a grant fund that  
elevates diverse voices and creators across the wellness sector.  
 
Our Impact program continues to grow and thrive, with 2021 
marking the launch of our new Impact Program Pillars. We  
listened to our community and responded by carving out space 
for every niche that Diva can work in to create positive change. 
 
We also offered screening licenses at no cost for  
Pandora’s Box: Lifting the Lid on Menstruation, Diva’s award-win-
ning documentary film. Through our impact screenings, the 
film has now been viewed by over 5000 people across 50  
different organizations worldwide. To celebrate the new year, we  
successfully launched Pandora’s Box on YouTube for all to  
access on January 1st. The film is now available in three languages.  
   
We successfully recertified as a B Corp, raising our certification 
score by over 8 points in the last three years. Diva continues to strive 
to not only rise to the occasion but raise standards along the way. 
 
This year marks Diva’s 20-year anniversary. It’s hard to believe 
that just twenty years ago my mom Francine and I were trying 
out different variations of the DivaCupTM and building a small 
business from the basement in our home in Kitchener, Ontario. 
 



In just 20 years, Diva 
has donated over  
$3 million in product 
and financial gifts to 
create a world where 
access to period care  

i s  a  right, 
not a privilege.



I’m so proud to present Diva’s third annual Impact Report for 
2021, and I continue to be amazed at the hard work, dedication, 
and passion that the Diva team brings to their work every day.  
 
Diva proudly walks hand-in-hand with people who  
menstruate working to make the world a better and  
safer place, a place where we can live and menstruate with 
dignity. A place where we are free from stigma and have  
shed archaic narratives of what it is to have a period,  
and what it is to be a woman. 
 
Congratulations to the Diva team, to all of our partners in the past 
year, and to every one of you for being part of the Diva mission. 
 
Diva continues to adapt to the shifting landscape of 
the pandemic and of our world today. I have never  
been more hopeful about the future, at Diva and beyond. 

Carinne Chambers-Saini  
CEO and Founder,  
Diva International Inc.  
Makers of the DivaCup  
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Impact Overview 2021/2022

COMMUNITY  
ENGAGEMENT AND GIVING

• 15,000+ DivaCups donated
• $1.2M in product donated  

• $120,000 in financial donations 

• Over 90 community  
organizations served 

Created by Olena Panasovskafrom the Noun Project

• 58 free screenings of  
Diva’s film, Pandora’s Box:  

Lifting the Lid on Menstruation

• $25,000 in funding for  
emerging BIPOC wellness  

creators

EDUCATION AND 
ADVOCACY

SUSTAINABILITY PEOPLE AND CULTURE

• 3.6 million tampons  
diverted from landfill  

through DivaCup donations 

• Over 1,000 DivaCups  
recycled with TerraCycle 

• 2 Employee Resource  
Groups created

•  1 Menstrual Leave  
Policy launched 

OPERATIONS

• Recertified as a B Corp  
earning a score of 106 (26 points  
higher than the average B Corp)

• 1 supplier standards policy  
updated to ensure ethical  

procurement 



Since Diva was founded in 2002, we have been committed to 

providing access to DivaCups to those most in need. Originally  

it was Diva’s Co-Founders, Carinne Chambers-Saini and her  

mother Francine Chambers, who would regularly make financial and 

product donations to community organizations in need. As we grew,  

these donations became core to Diva’s culture and in June 2019, Diva 

officially launched the DivaCares program. DivaCares focused on 

building ongoing partnerships in the fight for menstrual equity and had 

the goal of ensuring equitable access to reusable menstrual products.

In 2021 we expanded DivaCares to create Diva’s Impact Pro-

gram. The Impact Program is an all-encompassing impact driven  

department of Diva tasked with the goal of bringing a social  

impact and sustainability lens to everything we do. We work across the  

company, and in particular with our operations department, to ensure 

we are growing better each year. Diva’s Impact program continues 

to make financial and product donations. To support this work, we 

have developed four Impact Pillars for Diva.

Where we started:

Where we are now:

Social Impact and 
Sustainability at Diva
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Introducing Diva’s Impact Pillars

We are committed to creating  
menstrual equity and believe  
that everyone should be able to 
menstruate comfortably and safely.  
By providing both financial support 
and DivaCups to organizations 
working directly with people in need 
of menstrual products, we are able 
to advance our commitment to 

menstrual equity.

We believe in your freedom. As a B Corp and sustainable
Menstruation is a human expe-
rience, not a gendered one. We 
seek out organizations that invest 
in the empowerment of women 

and gender-diverse people.

menstrual product company, we 
put people and the planet first. 
Through this pillar, we support 
organizations dedicated to pro-
tecting environmental resources.

At Diva, we consider menstrual, 
reproductive, and sexual health 
care to be fundamental hu-
man rights. We collaborate with  
organizations that offer inclusive 
sexual and reproductive health 
services and education that 
are rooted in an intersectional  

approach.

ACCESS TO SAFE AND  
AFFORDABLE MENSTRUAL  

PRODUCTS

GENDER EQUITY,  
EMPOWERMENT, AND  

LIBERATION:

ENVIRONMENTAL  
STEWARDSHIP:

MENSTRUAL,  
REPRODUCTIVE, AND  
SEXUAL HEALTH CARE
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Community Engagement & Giving 
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Since its founding, Diva has been providing product and monetary 

donations to those in need across Canada and abroad. In 2021, Diva  

expanded its existing impact program to better serve charity  

partners and organizations across North America. These changes  

included the introduction of our Impact Pillars as well as updating  

our eligibility requirements and applications process. In 

this year alone, Diva’s impact work spans over one hundred  

organizations from small grassroots groups to large non-profits  

and charities.  
HIGHLIGHTS:

NEW IMPACT PILLARS

15,000+ DIVACUPS DONATED

$1.2M IN PRODUCT DONATED  

$120,000 IN FINANCIAL DONATIONS 

OVER 90 COMMUNITY  
ORGANIZATIONS SERVED 

Created by Econceptive
from the Noun Project

Created by Nikita Kozin
from the Noun Project
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Diva is proud to partner with  

organizations working across 

our   impact   pillars. This  past  year, 

we partnered with 8 different 

organizations making change 

together in their communities.  

Impact Partners



ACCESS TO SAFE & AFFORDABLE MENSTRUAL PRODUCTS: 

 GENDER EQUITY, EMPOWERMENT AND LIBERATION:  

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP:

Period Purse

Black Women’s 
Blueprint

CIER: Centre for Indigenous  
Environmental Research

 No More Secrets

 Fora: Network  
for Change

 Platform

These organizations included:

MENSTRUAL, REPRODUCTIVE AND SEXUAL HEALTH CARE:  

SIECUS: Sex Ed  
for Social Change

SHORE Centre
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Highlights from  
our partners

“The Period Purse is so thankful for our 

partnership with Diva. We love giving  

people education on how to use a  

menstrual cup and all their questions 

to make it a successful reusable period  

product choice. It warms our heart that  

people have a more dignified choice on what 

period product they want. Everyone who we 

have given a cup to has been so grateful and  

excited to receive a cup! Thank you Diva for 

making that possible.”

Jana Girdauskas (she/her),  

Founder and Education Manager

PERIOD PURSE
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“We were honored to be chosen as a 

Diva partner. With Diva’s support, in 2022 

SIECUS has already supported more than 

20 states to advocate for inclusive sex ed  

programs that center the needs of BIPOC 

and LGBTQ youth and defend against  

attacks on inclusive and affirmative  
programming in schools. SIECUS and  

DivaCup believe that all young people  

deserve sexual and reproductive health  

services and education that are rooted in 

values of equity, affirmation, and truth —

now, more than ever! Thank you Diva.”

Christine Soyong Harley (she/her) 

President & CEO 

SIECUS: SEX ED FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
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“We are so thankful to Diva for their  

generous donation to Platform. As a 

youth-led nonprofit organization, we are 

glad to have Diva in our corner as we  

continue to build leadership capacity  

among young Black, Indigenous, and racial-

ized women and gender-diverse people.  

Civic leadership and education are crucial 

tools for gender equality and liberation, and 

this donation will strengthen our capacity 

to create much-need space for important 

conversations with our community. ”

Arezoo Najibzadeh  (she/her),  

Founder and Managing Director

PLATFORM
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“We are so excited to be working with  

Diva to distribute waste-free period  

products to Northern communities. Period 

poverty and excess waste are increasingly 

important issues in Canada, so we’re grate-

ful for the opportunity to provide Indigenous 

menstruators easy access to eco-friendly 

options.”  

Shianne McKay (she/her), 
Senior Project Manager  

CIER: CENTRE FOR INDIGENOUS  
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH
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DivaCup &  

Product Donations  
Outside of Diva’s long-term partnerships, Diva works 

closely with local community groups and nonprofits across 

North America to supply them with DivaCups, education 

materials and accessories based on their individual needs. 

Many of these groups are grassroots organizations with 

small but mighty teams, working diligently to deliver crucial 

resources to the communities they serve.
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MOONTIME SISTERS BC  

is a volunteer-led organization that supports those living 

in remote communities in northern Canada with menstrual 

products. They work to increase access to costly essential 

items and promote solidarity with those living in northern  

Indigenous communities.

WICHITA BIRTH JUSTICE SOCIETY 

203 CENTRE FOR GENDER  
AND SEXUAL DIVERSITY 

is a nonprofit organization based out of Kansas. They 

work to reduce racial disparities found in maternal and  

infant care through education, advocacy, and community  

support. Their advocacy in perinatal health equity  

centers on Black, Latinx and Indigenous families. 

is  a student-run and student-led resource  

centre in New Brunswick.  They work to create  

comfortable ,  supportive,  and safe spaces for  

LGBTQIA2S+ identifying students, faculty, and staff.  

This includes providing educational resources and 

essential items to the community they serve.

Community Groups Diva has worked with: 
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Other organizations include: 
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And more!
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Education and Advocacy

Diva remains committed to menstrual 

education and advocacy. Each year, Diva 

supports its community by providing 

them with educational materials. These 

materials include demonstration kits, 

videos, brochures, and online content 

to help those who are new to menstrual 

cups and the menstrual equity space. 

Diva also aims to be an advocate  

for issues related to their four impact  

pillars. In 2021, this work centered  

primarily around our documentary  
Pandora’s Box: Lifting the Lid on  

Menstruation . Diva offered free 

screening licenses to charities, NGOs,  

universities, and grade schools. Diva  

also launched the BIPOC Creator Fund 

to support emerging BIPOC wellness 

creators.



Highlights
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782

185,000 

5,000 VIEWS 

$120,000

5,700

OVER 90
COMMUNITY

RESOURCE KITS  
DONATED

VIEWS OF OUR MOST  
POPULAR EDUCATIONAL  
SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT 

OVER

OVER

IN FINANCIAL DONATIONS 

MENSTRUAL HEALTH 
HANDBOOKS DONATED

ORGANIZATIONS SERVED 

$25,000
IN FUNDING FOR EMERGING 
BIPOC WELLNESS CREATORS

58 FREE  
SCREENINGS

OF DIVA’S DOCUMENTARY,  
PANDORA’S BOX: LIFTING  
THE LID ON MENSTRUATION

OF DIVA’S DOCUMENTARY,  
PANDORA’S BOX: LIFTING  
THE LID ON MENSTRUATION



Resource Kits 

In 2021, Diva sent over 782 resource kits, 11,000  

educational brochures and 5,700 menstrual health hand-

books. These different resource supplies were sent to 

over 150 different organizations. 

With these kits, our aim is to embolden users with the 

confidence they need to tackle the unique nature of 

menstrual cups. Charities, non-profits, medical clinics, 

and schools are also able to access these kits through 

our online resource requests. 
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Educational Content
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This educational effort is also supported with publicly 

available resources through our robust social channels. 

On our visual platforms, such as Instagram and TikTok, 

we offer weekly cup demonstrations for how to properly  

insert, remove, clean and care for a DivaCup. Diva is  

always listening to the needs of our community. By look-

ing at our most engaged content, it helps to give us an 

indication of what menstrual education is in demand. 
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Our most engaged content includes:

What does your period  
blood colour mean?

The basics of  
removing your cup

How does DivaCup 
seal work? 

43,000 

29,000 20,000 

PLAYED OVER

PLAYED OVER SEEN OVER

TIMES

TIMES TIMES



 
Diva’s blog also remains a highly valued and visited  

resource. This year, we saw more traffic than ever to  
our blog’s educational content. 

TIMES TIMES

6 Reasons Why  
Your Menstrual Cup  

is Still Leaking 

Common Concerns 
When Sleeping with  

a Menstrual cup 

47,000 30,000 
VISITED OVERVISITED OVER

TIMES

Cleaning Your  
Menstrual Cup:  
What You Can  

and Cannot Use 

16,000 
VISITED OVER



BIPOC Creator Fund 

In February 2022, Diva launched the  

BIPOC Creator Fund, a $25,000 fund 

designed to amplify the expertise and 

creativity of Black, Indigenous, and  

Creators of Colour who work in the well-

ness space. This fund seeks to expand 

representation within the menstrual 

health and wellness realms. We received 

over 450 applications in the three weeks 

the application form was open. Given 

the diverse pool of applicants, we were 

able to support exceptional emerging  

leaders across the wellness space.
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CLARA/CLAE LU 
(they/them) 

is a queer, second generation Han Chinese American from 

Queens, NY (Lenapehoking). They are an artist, cultural  

organizer, and 古筝 performer.

JODIANNE BECKFORD  
(she/her)

YASSA 
(they/she) 

is the founder of noire girls plant , a platform that  

intends to build community through educating  

people on the importance of nurturing plants for 

personal healing.

is  a queer art ist  and creator.  They f led to the US 

as pol it ical  refugee in their  youth;  coming from 

a Syrian-Armenian family has helped them learn 

and question every cultural  experience they 

have had.  This intersectional  experience helped 

them f ind that their  purpose is to help others 

f ind a voice and express themselves for heal ing.

Fund Recipients Highlights 
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Full List of 2021/2022 Recipients

ANNA  
BALAGTAS  

ELISA  
SUMMIEL 

JODIANNE  
BECKFORD 

JUDITH 
KASIAMA 

M.E.C. 

TASHA  
THE AMAZON 

ZY  
BRYANT 

DR. STEPHANIE 
MITCHELL 

CLARA/ 
CLAE LU

YASSA
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Pandora’s Box  
Screenings  

Shortly after the TVOD release of Pandora’s Box in March 

2021, the demand for accessible ways to view the film 

increased significantly. Organizations around the world 

began requesting screening licenses to show their  

communities, employees, and patrons our documentary.  

The calls weren’t coming solely from menstrual equity 

activists either – people outside the period equity move-

ment began joining the conversation. For many people, 

the film became a catalyst to conversation, education, 

and activism on menstrual equity and was an eye-opener 

on period poverty.



In May 2021, Diva began offering screening licenses at 

no charge. Screenings have now been held across 58  

different organizations located in Canada, the United 

States, Mexico, Brazil, Sweden, Ghana, Panama,  

New Zealand, and Australia. The film has now  

been viewed by over 5000 people. 

Pandora’s Box has been viewed around  

the world with 58 different screenings  

taking place across 4 different continents
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“We are so appreciative of all your help 

partnering with us to make our Period  

Equity event such a huge success. Thank you 

for the generous giving of your time spent  

customizing a version of Pandora’s Box for 

our event. We couldn’t have been more 

pleased with your introduction and the 

session, and we share the credit with the 

film that tells such a compelling story. We 

received tremendous feedback from our 

participants and hope that many more will 

watch the recording. With another month 

to go in our campaign, we have already  

collected and delivered numerous bins 

overflowing with products in addition to 

over 100 purchases from our Amazon Wish 

List!”

Sherri Stein, Melisse Leib,  
Julie Jiwon Kim, Lisa Weissman

JEWISH SILICON VALLEY PERIOD EQUITY 
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“I watched the documentary a couple 

weeks ago and it was so powerful. I felt 

energized after watching it and wanted 

to shout to the roof tops that I menstru-

ate. I felt proud that I do. I have never 

felt like that.”

“Our team had a great and  

educational time watching the film.  

We were extremely moved at times.”

Maria Pence 

Jessica Liu 

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF  
CENTRAL & WESTERN NEW YORK 

STUDENTS AGAINST  
PERIOD POVERTY 
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Diva’s hero product, the DivaCup, has paved the way for sustainable 

period care options since 2002. With this foundation, our sustainability 

initiatives grow every year.

Sustainability

42   



Highlights
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235.6 MWH 

38,000 

OF GREEN ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTED TO THE GRID  
THROUGH OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH BULLFROG POWER  
SINCE SEPTEMBER 2018 (THAT IS ENOUGH ELECTRICITY  

TO POWER 33 HOMES FOR 1 YEAR!)

UNITS OF DIVA PRODUCTS DONATED  
AND DIVERTED FROM LANDFILL 

3.6 MILLION
TAMPONS DIVERTED FROM  

LANDFILL THROUGH  
DIVACUP DONATIONS 

1,000
DIVACUPS RECYCLED  

WITH TERRACYCLE   

OVER

1 SUSTAINABLE 
WATERLOO REGION MEMBERSHIP 
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DivaRecycles

In April 2021, Diva launched the first menstrual cup  

recycling program in North America in partnership 

with global recycling leader, TerraCycle. Using prepaid  

shipping labels, DivaCup users can send in their old  

DivaCups and DivaWipes packaging to be recycled at no 

cost.

 

Once the DivaCups have been collected, they are 

cleaned, shredded, and put through a hammer-mill until 

reduced into powder. This powder is then used to make  

recycled products such as flooring tiles, playground cover,  

or athletic tracks. 

Since its launch, the Diva community has been  

engaged and interested in our growing program. In March 

2022, Diva reached a milestone with over 1000 DivaCups  

recycled between Canada and the United States!
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Operations

In 2021, Diva renewed its commitment to being a force 

for good by becoming recertified as a B Corp. During the 

recertification, Diva gained 8 points from their original 

certification with outstanding company contributions to 

both the Governance and Environment categories. Diva 

moved from a score of 98.7 to 106 in 2021. 

Our operational improvements don’t stop at B Corp: we’ve 

also expanded our supplier standards to ensure ethical 

procurement processes. 



Highlights
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RECERTIFIED AS A B CORP EARNING  
A SCORE OF 106 (26 POINTS HIGHER  
THAN THE AVERAGE B CORP)

1 SUPPLIER STANDARDS POLICY  
UPDATED TO ENSURE ETHICAL  
PROCUREMENT 

48 OPERATIONS

NO MORE SECRETS

PERIOD
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B Corp
Certified B Corps are businesses that are committed  

to being a force for good. They must meet high  

standards of accountability, and transparency in five key  

areas:  governance, workers, community, environment, and 

customers. Certified organizations are regularly audited 

to ensure they are meeting the highest standards. 

Companies that apply need to score at least 80 points 

to become certified. The average score on a B Corp  

Assessment is 57.3, there are currently only 305  

Canadian B Corp certified companies. Diva has been a 

B Corp certified organization since 2018 and currently has 

a score of 106.



Diva’s top-scoring categories  
from the recertification include:

31.8 24.6 

21.5

ENVIRONMENT WITH  
A SCORE OF

WORKERS WITH  
A SCORE OF

COMMUNITY WITH  
A SCORE OF

Created by Econceptive
from the Noun Project
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B Corp is an incredible community of companies  

who are using their businesses as a force for good.  

We are proud to be alongside so many industry  

leaders and organizations like the ones listed here. 
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As a B Corp, we are proud to  
be in the company of many  

other amazing brands. 
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Supplier Standards 
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These improvements allow Diva to:

Created by Econceptive
from the Noun Project

The DivaCup is ISO 13485 Certified and is a regulated medical  

device. Our offices at Diva International are also ISO 13485  

Certified meaning that as a company, Diva has a higher standard  

for its suppliers and needs to ensure a higher level of quality and 

care than a standard company.

 
This year, Diva updated its supplier forms for new or incoming  

suppliers, and we updated our supplier surveys for existing  

suppliers. Diva’s operations team uses this information to ensure 

that our product partners are meeting the same high standards in 

product quality, sustainability, and transparency as Diva.

Gain knowledge on our vendors’ sustainability  

initiatives and climate action commitments

Learn more about vendors Code of Ethics and  

Third-Party audits for child and forced labour

Gain knowledge on a vendors community involvement, 

diversity and inclusion, and other community impact 

initiatives 

Partner with vendors who share Diva’s values



People and  
Culture
Diva is growing, and as we grow, we are working to 

ensure that our people come first. 
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2 EMPLOYEE RESOURCE  
GROUPS CREATED 

1 MENSTRUAL LEAVE  
POLICY LAUNCHED 

Highlights: 
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Menstrual Leave Policy 

In October 2021, Diva introduced its menstrual 

leave policy for all menstruating employees. This 

policy allows workers to take one paid day off per 

month to address their period wellness. These 

paid  days  do  not  affect  other paid  time  off  

offered by Diva.

For Diva, the decision to offer menstrual leave was 

simple: period wellness translates into healthy and 

well-rested employees who can bring their best 

selves to work every day.
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STAFF RESPONSE:

Our menstrual leave policy has been in effect for 

7 months and has been used by employees who 

need it company-wide. 

“I ’m stil l getting used to the fact that I can  

take menstrual leave. Before Diva, I ’d grown  

accustomed to a culture of si lence around  

periods and quietly coping with my period pains  

by rat ioning out sick days.  Yesterday I  took  

menstrual leave and felt empowered to give my 

body and mind the rest it needed — something 

that sounds so radical but should really be normal. 

I’m proud to work at a company that takes action 

to create an inclusive, period positive space.”

  HERE IS WHAT ONE EMPLOYEE HAD TO SAY: 
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COMMUNITY RESPONSE:

Diva’s Menstrual  Leave Pol icy was announced 

in October to great reception.  The Pol icy was 

c ove re d  by  t h e  m e d i a  i n  ove r  2 75  a r t i c l e s , 

re a c h i n g  1 75  m i l l i o n  r e a d e r s  

Over 10 businesses have reached out to Diva 

fo r  a d v i c e  o n  c re at i n g  t h e i r  ow n  m e n st r u a l 

leave pol icy 

D i va  c re ate d  a  b l og  p o st  to  h e l p  ot h e r  

businesses and organizations implement  

their  own Menstrual  Leave Pol icy
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Employee  
Resource Groups  

In February 2021 Diva launched two Employee  

Resource Groups (ERGs): one for our BIPOC team 

members and one for our LGBTQ+ team members.

ERGs are workplace networks for team members with 

shared characteristics, special interests, and life  

experiences. We see this as a positive way for Diva 

to invest in its employees and our work culture by  

putt ing dedicated company resources towards  

employee education, community building and social 

impact initiatives.

The main functions of Diva’s ERGs is to offer a space 

of solidarity, celebration, and social time. They also 

aim to create space for the creation of internal or  

external initiatives, policy suggestions and career 

empowerment.
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Continued Learning  
Opportunities

Diva is committed to continued learning for our 

staff, not only for skill development , but also as it 

relates to our advocacy work and impact pi l lars .  

This year we were able to host internal  learning 

workshops that cover some of the areas within our  

4 impact pillars. These workshops included:

An Introduction to 2SLGBTQI Identities  

with Egale and Michelle Emson

Black Women’s Canadian History  

with Dr. Funké Aladejebi
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Statement  
from our  

Social Impact 
Team
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First and foremost — thank you. We truly appreciate you  
taking the time to read Diva’s 2021 Impact Report. Since 2002, 
Diva has been advocating for people who menstruate and  
contributing to our community, and we have continued that work 

over the last year. 
 

It has been such a privilege to step into this role and work  
collaboratively across the company. In the time I’ve been here, 
we have been able to implement exciting internal and external 

changes to Diva’s Impact Program.

Together with the Diva community we have been able 
to partner with 8 amazing charities and non-profits,  
donate over 15,000 DivaCups, and support local grassroots  
organizations across North America. We launched one of  
the first Menstrual Leave Policies in Canada and improved  
our B Corp score, moving us into the “Outstanding” category 
when compared to other businesses. We were able to  
host 58 free screenings of Diva’s documentary, Pandora’s Box: 
Lifting the Lid on Menstruation and finally we launched our  
first BIPOC Creator Fund to support emerging BIPOC wellness 

creators.

None of this work would be possible without our amazing 
Diva customers, community, and our dedicated team. Strong 
social impact and sustainability work requires community,  
collaboration, and a company wide commitment to really  
thrive — and I am proud of how much both our community and 

our team is committed to this work. 

While we are very proud of this work, we also know that there 
is always more to do. As I look forward to the next year, I am  
excited to not only be able to continue this work, but to  

expand it as well.

In solidarity,   
Carly Friesen (she/her) 
Social Impact and Sustainability Manager   
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